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WE’RE ON THE MOVE
Our project is missioned to find new ways for long-term
unemployed. Not by offering new short-term courses or sharing
difficult life situations in the classroom, but by building
capacity among trainers and unemployed to take action in their
communities and create new perspectives for themselves.
The project is continually producing new material from our
practice and you can study the material in the project web –
and in particular here.
The website is under construction, but you are invited to
explore and exploit it any way possible…

YOU CAN WORK WITH US
The Break Down or Break Out project is creating considerable
capacity to assist and support life change and taking
community action for long-term unemployed, including trainers
and coaches working with unemployed, and we do not only
wish to share our practice and experience with you, we would
also like to work with you, learn from you and offer any kind of
guidance useful to you.
You can read about how to work with us here.

POWERFUL CAPACITY BUILDING IN CRAIOVA
We are in the process of planning a powerful week in Craiova
Romania in December, during which trainers and dedicated
unemployed from partner communities and countries will meet
up, team up and build capacity to take activities for
unemployed out of the classrooms and courses and into
creating real change – for themselves and for their community.
In Breakin’ News 3 we will invite you to know more about these
activities, but in case you are curious, do not hesitate to
contact Keith or the local partner for more information!

SHARE OUR ROMA EXPERIENCE
In May almost 50 project managers, trainers and dedicated
unemployed met in Roma to share experience, but also to work
with and learn from the many innovative and entrepreneurial
resources in and around Roma who made their way from
unemployment and difficult social situations into creating
valuable activities for themselves - working with the
community and overcoming the many obstacles on the way.
In the 20 minute video documentary you can explore more of
the Roma experience and also gain a clearer impression of the
project mission.
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